Abstract-In news portals, text category information is needed for news presentation. However, for many news stories the category information is unavailable, incorrectly assigned or too generic. This makes the text categorization a necessary tool for news portals. Automated text categorization (ATC) is a multifaceted difficult process that involves decisions regarding tuning of several parameters, term weighting, word stemming, word stopping, and feature selection. In this study we aim to find a categorization setup that will provide highly accurate results in ATC for Turkish news portals. We also examine some other aspects such as the effects of training dataset set size and robustness issues. Two Turkish test collections with different characteristics are created using Bilkent News Portal. Experiments are conducted with four classification methods: C4.5, KNN, Naive Bayes, and SVM (using polynomial and rbf kernels). Our results recommends a text categorization template for Turkish news portals and provides some future research pointers.
INTRODUCTION
It is easy to reach news from various resources like news portals today. In news portals news categorization makes the news articles more accessible. Manual news categorization is slow, expensive and inconsistent [1] . Therefore ATC is one of the primary tools of news portal construction. Bilkent News Portal (http://139.179. 21 .201/PortalTest/) is a typical news portal system that displays numerous news articles coming from several RSS resources. It has been active since 2008 and provides links to more than 1.5 million news articles. In such portals, news articles coming from RSS resources include category tags; however, in several cases these tags are empty , incorrect, or too generic. For example "last minute" is used very frequently as a news category. Therefore it may be even better to apply an automatic categorization to all incoming articles.
There are several classification methods in the literature. Applying ATC is a complex process. Their success varies according to decisions regarding different aspects of text categorization such as parameter tuning, term weighting, preprocessing in terms of word stemming and word stopping, and feature selection. Since there are various resources feeding news portals in long periods and number of aggregated news changes according to recent news agenda it is important to choose a proper training set size for ATC. Furthermore, training data should be a good representative of the recent news agenda. In practice it will be automatically created from the tagged current news articles received from reliable news resources. Training with too many or too few most recent news stories can affect the categorization process in a negative way since both cases misrepresent the current news agenda. Therefore, it is important to have an accurate categorization template for effective results. (In the paper "news", "news article", "news story" and "document" are used interchangeably.) All of these issues motivate us to examine the effects of such decisions on automated classification of news articles. Furthermore, we want to investigate these issues within the content of Turkish news portals.
In literature, there are various studies regarding automated text categorization [2, 3] . Studies on Turkish text categorization is limited. The work reported in [4] analyzes text categorization methods in Turkish texts to see the effect of n-gram models. Another work [5] uses a similar approach for author, genre and gender classification. The authors in [6] consider some aspects of news categorization with a small dataset.
The contributions of this paper are that we recommend a comprehensive ATC template for Turkish news articles and examine impacts of ATC-issues on news portals. In Section 2, we explain our categorization template in details. How we setup our experiments is explained in Section 3. The experiment results are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and provides some future research pointers.
II. DEVELOPING A TEMPLATE
Our template for Turkish news articles consists of two main parts: (i) determining a highly accurate categorization setup for Turkish news articles that will provide highly accurate results and (ii) examining issues on news portals.
Before going into news portal issues, it is important to see how Turkish language reacts to techniques used in text categorization. In this respect, we aim to find an highly accurate setup including various aspects used in text categorization.
Firstly, different types of machine learning-based classifiers result in different results. We choose to use C4.5, KNN (k-Nearest Neighbor), Naive Bayes (NB) and SVM (Support Vector Machines) with the kernels polynomial(poly) and rbf. KNN [7] has been researched over years and becomes a traditional benchmark. SVM [8] becomes popular in recent years, since it is reported to give good results. There are some modified versions of SVM that are faster than the traditional one. One of them, SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) [9] is used in this study. C4.5 [10] which is a decision tree approach and probability-based Naive Bayes [11] are another popular classification approaches studied in literature.
Classification methods usually have parameters giving different results with respect to the given data. KNN needs k value representing number of nearest neighbors. Choosing an optimal k value is impossible due to the variations between data sets. SVMs are linear classifiers in their simple form; but they can also learn non-linear classifiers by using kernel functions like poly or rbf [12] . These kernels vary with degree and width parameters respectively. Lastly, C4.5 decides to prune by looking a threshold called confidence value.
Term weighting techniques are important in information retrieval literature. In its simple form, terms are weighted as binary -0s or 1s with respect to their occurrence. Term Frequency (tf) takes how many times a term appears in document into account. Lastly, tf.idf [13] , which is a traditional approach in IR, uses occurence of a term in other documents as well as term frequency.
Preprocessing techniques include using stemmers and applying a stopwordlist which removes frequently used words in that language. Using stems of words reduces the dimensionality of the given data. There are various studies to develop stemming algorithms in English like [14] . In Turkish, we choose to apply Fn stemming approach which simply uses first n characters of a word. We use the Turkish stopwordlist given in [15] .
Feature selection is used in text categorization to choose the most discriminating features. Feature means either a word or a phrase. We use its simple form as a word. Features are obtained by calculating a scoring function. We choose to apply information gain, gain ratio, chi-squared statistic and relieff [16, 17, 18] .
We aim to obtain a highly accurate ATC setup for Turkish news articles by investigating the effects of: (i) parameter tuning, (ii) term weighting , (iii) stemming and stopping (that we also refer to as preprocessing), and (iv) indexing (feature selection). News portals get news articles from various news resources and these documents accumulate with time. In news portals, we observe that:
(i) It is important to decide how many of the incoming articles should be used during training. Choosing an appropriate training size for all applications is a common concern [19] .
(ii) Content of news articles changes with time. Content analysis is an old research topic. A robust classifier in our study is expected to have small differences in its performance as news stories changes with time. Category information of BilCat-MIL and BilCat-TRT are given in Table I and Table II BilCat-MIL is deliberately chosen to be more balanced than BilCat-TRT to observe if results differ. We divide our data sets such that train data are approximately two times of test data to provide sufficient sizes for both sets. We do not use k-fold cross-validation or random sampling procedures since content of news articles changes as time passes: old documents must be used for training and new documents must be used for testing (but not the other way). They also violate our training set size and time distance experiments. The details of our experimental procedures are explained in the next section.
B. Template Development Procedure
The algorithms experimented in this study are conducted with the help of Weka [20] . The most frequent 1,000 unique words per category is used to avoid overfitting [12] to increase efficiency. In the first part of our template development, experiments are based on iterative optimization, a technique similar to game theory [21] . In the first iteration, default parameters are selected and the best parameters are obtained through four setup levels. The following iterations start with parameters that are selected at the end of the previous iteration. We stop iterations heuristicly when accuracy difference between two iterations is less than 0.5%. Parameters at the end of the last iteration construct a highly accurate setup. Each iteration consists of five setup-levels:
i. setup-0 (default): In the beginning of the first iteration, parameters of all classifiers are adjusted to their default values. Binary term weighting is used. Preprocessing and feature selection are not applied. The following iterations start with parameters that are selected at the end of the previous iteration.
ii. setup-1: Parameter of a classifier is to be determined. The other parameters are the same as parameters obtained at the end of the previous iteration (if any, otherwise default-setup) -the same approach is applied in the following setup level as well -.
iii. setup-2: The term weighting scheme of a classifier is to be determined. The classifier parameters are fixed as determined by setup-1.
iv. setup-3:
The effect of preprocessing is to be determined. The classification parameters and term weighting settings are the same as determined by setup-1 and setup-2, respectively.
v. setup-4:
The effect of feature selection is to be determined. The classification parameters, term weighting, and preprocessing settings are the same as determined by setup-1, setup-2 and setup-3 respectively.
In the second part of our template development, we examine different training set sizes and different time distances between training and test sets. While examining training set size, we choose sub-datasets of different size with different time spans all ending at the beginning time of test set (see Fig. 1-a) . By making training documents adjacented to test documents, we make sure that training set reflects the recent news content. While examining different time distances between training and test sets, we choose sub-datasets of same size (see Fig. 1-b) . By keeping the size of training sub-datasets the same, we make sure that we eliminate the effect of different training set sizes. By this way, we examine the effect of the time distance between train and test sets. Performance of categorization is measured with accuracy in our study. Accuracy is given by the number of correctly classified documents divided by the number of all classified documents.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. A Highly Accurate Setup
The experimental results given in this section are those of the optimized accuracies obtained after the final iteration. In the experiments, we observed at most three iterations. Firstly, parameter tuning results are given in Fig. 2 . The value of number of k nearest neighbor is 20 and 1 using BilCat-MIL and BilCat-TRT respectively when the best accuracy values are obtained. The difference (20 vs. 1) is probably because of that BilCat-TRT is an imbalanced data set. SVM-rbf kernel performs the best when width is 2 -7 and 2 -6 on BilCat-MIL and BilCat-TRT respectively. SVM-poly kernel decides on 1.2 using both datasets. Lastly, confidence value of C4.5 are decided as default value (2 -2 ) and 2 -4 on BilCat-MIL and BilCat-TRT respectively.
Term weighting results are given in Table III . Using KNN with tf.idf gives better results than other weighting approaches. The tf approach is not a good choice for NB and both SVM kernels. SVM-rbf works well with binary weighting. The results do not differ dramatically on C4.5.
Preprocessing results are given in Table IV . There is no word stemming and stopping applied in none setting. In the other settings, word stopping is applied with one of Fn stemming. SVM-rbf and NB react positive to preprocessing on only BilCat-TRT. Preprocessing increases accuracies of other classifiers on both sets. The highest increase is seen in KNN. Feature selection results are given in Fig. 3 . Selecting small number of features performs well with KNN because of the fact that nearest neighbor algorithms does not work well with high dimensions, which is called the curse of dimensionality [22] . On the other hand, selecting most of the features performs well with other classifiers. This is because of the fact that there are only few irrelevant features not to use in text categorization [12] . Information Gain and Chi-Squared performs better than others for smaller number of features using all classifiers. They can be used to increase efficiency without losing reasonable effectiveness.
Finally, summary of iterative optimization on both data sets is given in Table V . Initial accuracy obtained with default parameters and final optimized accuracy obtained at the end of the last iteration are listed for each classification methods. Default values are changed after deciding on a highly accurate setup on both data sets with all classifiers except SVM-rbf on BilCat-MIL. KNN is the most sensitive classifier to parameter changes. Its accuracy changes from 24.8 to 60.2 which is a 243% increase. Highest accuracies we achieve are 83.3 with SVM-poly and 87.5 with SVM-rbf on BilCat-MIL and BilCat-TRT respectively. Classifiers are more successful on BilCat-TRT in general. Naive Bayes performs approximately the same as SVM classifiers on BilCat-TRT. This can be explained by looking individual category accuracies. Naive Bayes performs better than SVM classifiers on the categories "Culture&Art" and "Health", which include smaller number of documents than other categories as Table II shows. 
B. Issues on News Portals
Changes in training data set size. Results for the effect of changing train size are given in Fig. 4 . Increasing the training size on both sets provides improvement on accuracy of C4.5 and SVM with both kernels. However, KNN does not have a continuous accuracy increase. This can be due to the local character of KNN [3] . NB works well with small training sets. We explain it by its independence assumption that indicates each feature is independent of others. Therefore, it can easily make good estimates of probability in small sets [23] .
Changes in Classifier Robustness. Robustness results are given in Fig. 5 . The structures of datasets allow us to examine the effects of time distance between train and test sets at most 15 and 30 days in BilCat-MIL and BilCat-TRT, respectively. In Fig. 5 -a, the x-axis value 15(443) means that time distance between train and test sets is 15 days including 443 documents. Considering our results on both data sets and assuming that small accuracy variations are unimportant, we can conclude that NB and SVM-poly are robust for approximately 30 and 10 days respectively. KNN, C4.5 and SVM-rbf are robust for a few days. NB is more robust than other classifiers probably due to its independence assumption explained before.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduce a text categorization template for Turkish news articles. Our work develops a highly accurate categorization setup and examines issues related to text categorization on news portals. Our iterative optimization experiments may result in a local-maxima in parameter space. Testing all parameter combinations solves this problem; however it is inefficient. It would be interesting to examine some other term weighting schemes (e.g tf-rf, tf-icf). For the sake of efficiency, we employ Fn stemmer in our study. However, some other stemming algorithms can also be examined.
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